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In the article “Investigation of the Seal Variants Specific to Siku Quanshu Version of Shuowen Jiezi 
Xizhuan” [1], all heading Seal characters in the Jiguge version (汲古閣本) of Shuowen Jiezi (説文解
字) and those of Siku Quanshu Huiyao (四庫全書薈要) are compared and concluded that Siku 
Quanshu project had applied few intentional modifications to include DaXu book (大徐本 ) of 
Shuowen Jiezi in its collection. In later, during the discussion with Professor Dong Jingchen (董婧宸), 
this conclusion needs to be cross-checked with other materials and should be updated. In this document, 











Today, the widely and stably used text of Shuowen Jiezi is the text compiled in the early Northern Sung dynasty, by the 
imperial order to Xu Xuan. Xu Xuan is the elder brother of Xu brothers, so this text is usually called as “DaXu book” 
(大徐本). There is another book titled “Shuowen Jiezi Xizhuan” (説文解字繋傳), which was compiled by the younger 
brother, Xu Kai. It is usually called “XiaoXu book” (小徐本). In this article, “Shuowen Jiezi” means the DaXu book, 
and the “Jiguge version” means the DaXu book printed by the Jiguge library from the late Ming dynasty and the early 
Qing dynasty. 
書館より許諾を得られるようお願いします。 
This comparison table includes the glyph images of the original Jiguge version, they are taken from 
the digital archive owned by Waseda University Library, 
https://www.wul.waseda.ac.jp/kotenseki/html/ho04/ho04_00023/index.html. The inclusion of the 
images into the comparison table is permitted by the owner (permission number 19-410). If you want 
to reuse the images from this table, please obtain your permission from Waseda University Library. 
 
1. 対照表の構造について | Table Structure and Legends 
対照表は図 1のように、以下のカラムを左より並べている。 
Following is the description of the column from the left to right, shown in Figure 1. 
 
図 1: 対照表の構造 
Figure 1: Structure of Comparison Table 
 








                                                        
2 本対比表では、正文・重文は区別せず、全て番号を振っている。陳昌治一篆一行本の正文に通し番号を振
り、重文は枝番で処理する『加番説文解字』[2]の番号とは異なるので注意されたい。 
In this table, the sequential numbers are flatly assigned, not structured to reflect the relationship of the Small Seal (小
篆) and its variants (Guwen 古文, Zhouwen 籀文, Alternate form 或体, etc). Therefore, the sequential number in this 
table is not compatible with the structured IDs, like “Indexed Shuowen Jiezi” in reference [2]. 
3 文献[1]、「3.1.3 個別の変更」の第１項に列挙した。 
They are listed in the subsection 3.1.3 of the reference [1]. 
4 本対比表では、たとえば m04870の「曆」が避諱のために「歴」になっているなど、説解が正しくても別
字との混同が避けられない程字形が訛っている場合は「汲古閣本に見えない」扱いとした。 
In this table, even if the descriptions are corresponding but the heading glyph is quite similar to that for another entry, 
it is dealt as “appropriate glyph is missing in this book”. “曆” at m04870 would be an example. In Chizatong and 
Wenjinge books, the heading glyph at #4870 entry is designed as if it were “歴”. “歴” is shown at the entry M01181, 
ている。 
The number in this column is the sequential number of the entries in the Jiguge version of 
Shuowen Jiezi, M00001～M11115. In the popularized version (通行本), some Seal entries are 
amended at the end of the radical section, instead of the most appropriate position in the middle 
of the section. In the versions of Siku Quanshu and Siku Quanshu Huiyao, these amended 
entries are moved to the most appropriate position in the middle of the section. Therefore, the 
entries in Siku Quanshu are not in the order of the sequential number. Also, in the article [1], 
the sequential number is defined by the revised order like Siku Quanshu, thus some Seal entries 
have different sequential numbers between this table and the article [1]. 
In the case any Siku Quanshu versions lack the entry, the sequential number is lowercased as 
"m11099". 
And, in the case that the entry in Siku Quanshu version(s) does not correspond to any entry in 
the Jiguge version, the sequential number starts with U, instead of M, like U00001～U00013. 
 対応現代漢字 | Column #2: Corresponding Modern Hanzi 
小篆に対応する現代漢字。ただし、あくまでも検索の指標として挙げたもので、字源
説的・現行の用字的には別字になっている場合も有る。 
The modern Hanzi(s) in this column corresponds to the Seal character in the same row. They 
are given as the keys for easier search, therefore some modern Hanzi(s) are chosen by their 
shape similarity only. As a result, sometimes the “corresponding” Hanzi could have different 
histories or semantics in comparison with the “corresponded” Seal character. 






The column provides the information where the Seal entry appears, by the number of volumes 
(巻號, from 01 to 14), the former/latter (上/下), the index of the leaf (葉数), the right or left 
side of the specified leaf (a is for right/b is for left), the sequential number of the glyph at the 
specified side (g01～). 
The reprint of Siku Quanshu Wenjinge version, Commercial Press (商務印書館) removed the 
center of the leaf showing the sequential number of the leaf. Therefore, the comparison table 
shows the page number of the reprint book, instead of the location info of the original 
                                                        
the books showing wrong “歴” glyph are dealt as “暦 is missing”. Avoiding strict usage of “暦” might be because of 
the taboo-ed character in the name of the emperor family. Some documents substitute “暦” by “歴”, but in the case like 
the dictionaries, using “歴” causes a conflict with the official entry of “歴”. 
manuscripts. 
 早大 | Column #4: Seal Glyph of the Jiguge Book in Waseda University. 
早稲田大学図書館所蔵の汲古閣本説文解字( 請求記号ホ 4-23、 
https://www.wul.waseda.ac.jp/kotenseki/html/ho04/ho04_00023/index.html )の小篆。版木の
状況から、剜改後印本(2.1節で後述する)と思われる。 
The Seal glyphs cropped from the original Jiguge version in Waseda University, 
https://www.wul.waseda.ac.jp/kotenseki/html/ho04/ho04_00023/index.html. 
From the condition of the print plate, it is supposed that this book was one of the later print of 
the popularized Jiguge version, explained in the section 2.1. 




巻 09下の葉 15に大きな破れがあり、1字(𠄛𠄛:M06959)が採集できていない。 
The Seal glyphs cropped from the duplicated print of Jiguge version in Kyoto University, 
http://kanji.zinbun.kyoto-u.ac.jp/db-machine/toho/html/A020menu.html. The bibliography in 
Kyoto University stated it is a duplicated print, it is supposed to be “Duplicated Print Type A” 
in the section 2.2. This book has a damage at the leaf #15 in volume #09 latter, a Seal 
(𠄛𠄛:M06959) could not be sampled. 
 摛藻 | Column #6: Seal Glyph in the Siku Quanshu Huiyao Chizaotang Book. 
浙江大学が Internet Archive に寄贈した四庫全書薈要の摛藻堂本に含まれる大徐本ス
キャンデータ( https://archive.org/stream/06081956.cn ～ 06081963.cn )の小篆。 
巻 06下の葉 02-03が『爾雅注疏』のスキャン画像に入れ替わってしまっており、小
篆 20字(帀:M04437～甡:M04457)について採集できていない。 
The Seal glyphs cropped from the facsimiles of Shuowen Jiezi in Chizaotang (摛藻堂) 
manuscripts of Siku Quanshu Huiyao, which were donated from Zhejiang University to 
Internet Archive: https://archive.org/stream/06081956.cn ～  06081963.cn. This collection 
has wrong images for the leaf #02 and #03 in the volume 6 latter (the leave of Erya Zhushu 
(爾雅注疏) are mistakenly inserted), 20 Seals (帀 : M04437～甡: M04457) could not be 
sampled from this material.  
 文淵 | Column #7: Seal Glyph in the Siku Quanshu Wenyuange Book. 
浙江大学が Internet Archive に寄贈した文淵閣四庫全書のスキャンデータの大徐本説
文解字( https://archive.org/stream/06050615.cn ～ 06050622.cn )の小篆。 
巻 11下に落丁・乱丁があり、葉 09右→葉 15右→葉 15左(最終葉)→葉 10左→葉 11
右→葉 11左→葉 12右→葉 12左→葉 13右→葉 13左→葉 14右→葉 14左→葉 15右
(重複)→葉 15 左(重複、最終葉)という順序になっている。順序を修正しても、葉 09
左、葉 10右は得られないので、小篆 24字(魚:m08536～䱾:m08559)を欠く。 
The Seal glyphs cropped from the facsimiles of Shuowen Jiezi in Wenyuange (文淵閣) 
manuscripts of Siku Quanshu, which were donated from Zheji University to Internet Archive: 
https://archive.org/stream/06050615.cn ～ 06050622.cn. This collection has confusion in the 
page order in the volume#11 latter. The leaf#09 right → the leaf#15 right → the leaf#15 left 
→ the leaf#10 left → the leaf#11 right → the leaf#11 left → the leaf#12 right → the 
leaf#12 left → the leaf#13 right → the leaf#13 left → the leaf#14 right → the leaf#14 left 
→ the leaf#15 right (dup) → the leaf#15 left (dup). Even if the order is corrected, the images 
for the leaf#09 left and the leaf#10 right are still missing. As a result, 24 Seals (魚: m08536～
䱾: m08559) could not be sampled from this material. 
 文津 | Column #8: Seal Glyph in the Siku Quanshu Wenjinge Book. 
商務印書館による文津閣四庫全書の影印本(2005, ISBN 7100043891)、經部第 76冊、
p.505-646。 
The Seal glyphs cropped from the reprint of Shuowen Jiezi in Wenjinge (文津閣) 
manuscripts of Siku Quanshu, published by Commercial Press (商務印書館), ISBN 
7100043891, 2005. Classics Branch (經部) volume #76, p.505-646.  
 
2. 汲古閣本説文解字(汲古閣大徐本)について 
About Jiguge print of DaXu version of Shuowen Jiezi 
2.1. 汲古閣本説文解字(通行本)の印刷経緯について 






Based on the analysis by Duan Yucai (段玉裁), the widely-used text of the Jiguge version5 of 
Shuowen Jiezi had formed the current text is supposed to be the Kangxi 52 (1713), the year Mao Yi 






The name “popularized version” (通行本) reflects the history that the Jiguge version of the DaXu book was deeply 
revised just before its official publishing, by using XiaoXu book. To emphasize the deep revision was applied, it is 
sometimes called “the revised version” (剜改本). To mean the text before the last revision, the preprints of the Jiguge 
version are called “the unrevised version” (未改本), “the initial print” (初印本). For the comparison between the 
remaining preprints and the popularized version, please refer to the survey by Guo Lixuan[3]. For the analysis of the 
terminology “the initial print” in “Jiguge Shuowen Ding”, please refer to the discussion by Yuriko Takahashi[4]. 
(毛扆) has passed away. The Jiguge version of Shuowen Jiezi became popular in 20 years later, i.e. 
Qianlong period (乾隆年間, 1736-1795), so it is supposed that the popularized prints were not original 
prints by Mao’s family themselves, but the duplicated prints by later publishers. In some bibliographic 
catalogs like Siku Tiyao (四庫提要), it made no distinctions among the original prints and the 












蔵の汲古閣剜改本(北京国家図書館・善本書号 07316)8は、巻 15の最後の葉 6枚の版心に「汲
古閣」の文字が残ることを発見した。多くの通行本はこの位置に汲古閣の名前は無いが、郭
                                                        
6 北京国家図書館の善本書号 04667、台北国家図書館の書号 00914などがこれに似た朱印を持つ。日本で所
蔵されるものでは、NII書誌 ID BB26887806の、東大総合図書館所蔵本(覚廬本文庫、請求記号 D40:136)も、
この萃古齋本だと思われる。 
Beijing National Library of China’s RareBook ID 04667, Taipei National Central Library’s RareBook ID 00914 have 
this stamp. Japanese NII bibliographic ID, BB26887806, the book preserved in The General Library of University of 
Tokyo, is supposed to be a print by the Cuiguzhai, according to the bibliographic information. 




Reference [5] compared DaXu versions in Wenyuange Books, Zhu Yun version and the Cuiguzhai print, and concluded 
as the differences between the Sung dynasty prints and the (so-called) popularized Jiguge version were not introduced 
by Mao Yi himself, but by Qian Tingmo. However, there is no detailed comparison between the early preprints of the 
Jiguge version and the popularized Jiguge version, this conclusion needs further studies for the confirmation. About 







Yuriko Takahashi had once supposed this book was one of the 4th-preprints without handwritten annotations by Mao 
Yi [4], from the owner’s description “初修印本” quoted in “Hanfenlou Jinyu Shulu” (涵芬楼燼余書録). Recently the 
digital images of this book are published to the Internet from Beijing National Library. It is found that “言” character 
is already inserted in the description text for the entry “帝”, and the Seal glyph of the last entry in the radical “亥” is 
already changed from traditional DaXu style “𢁓𢁓” to XiaoXu style “𠦇𠦇”. Thus, this book is supposed to be printed after 









Duan Yucai wrote the print plate of Jiguge version of Shuowen Jiezi was sold from Mao’s bereaved 
family to Ma family in Qimen (祁門馬氏), and it was sold to another book broker “Qian”. According 
to the bibliographic survey by Guo Lixuan (郭立暄) for the various prints of Jiguge version [3], the 
prints which supposed to be by “Qian” have a red stamp on their front covers, its note is “姑蘇萃古
齋書坊發兌印”. And it is supposed that the condition of the used print plate was much worse. 
According to the note in the stamp, the broker “Qian” mentioned by Duan could be identified as Qian 
Tingmo (錢聽黙) who owned Cuiguzhai (萃古齋). Guo found another print in better condition, with 
a stamp “耕煙閣” on its front cover. But he suspended the conclusion whether it was printed by Ma 
family. Either Guo has not concluded whether the texts have some differences between the print with 
the “耕煙閣” stamp and the print by Cuiguzhai. 
Recently Zhang Xianrong (張憲榮) and Zhou Xiaowen (周暁文) compared the print by Cuiguzhai 
with the duplicated print by Zhu Yun (朱筠) and reported several differences[5]. 
Most recently, Dong Jingchen (董婧宸) made a comprehensive survey of the copies Jiguge versions 
which are preserved in various libraries [6]. The popularized version has 2 subgroups, the early print 
and the later print. The example of the early print is the copy which was once owned by Yuan Tingchou 
(袁廷檮), now preserved in Beijing National Library as the rare-book ID 073168. It has the name of 
“Jiguge” in the center column (版心) of 16 leaves in volume 15, but other copies of popularized Jiguge 
versions do not have it. The name of “Jiguge” is found in these leaves in the preprints identified by 
Guo, therefore it would be reasonable to regard as Yuan’s copy was printed earlier than the most copies 
of the popularized Jiguge version. There are other differences between Yuan’s copy and others. Each 
former volume of Shuowen Jiezi has the total number of the variant characters (重文, meaning the 
Guwen and Zhouwen, etc) in the volume, and the volume 01 of Yuan’s copy printed the total number 
as 81 (八十一). This value 81 is the same as the correct number in the preprints of the Jiguge version. 
                                                        
9 また、足本でなくても構わないとすれば、「巻 01～05 が四次様本、巻 06 は中間状態、巻 07 以降は通行
本」という状態の汲古閣本が京都大学や[4]、上海図書館・北京国家図書館に所蔵されている[6]。汲古閣通
行本の後半部分は毛扆存命中に完成していたと考えて良いであろう。 
An “intermediate-status” book is preserved in Kyoto University [4], Shanghai Library and Beijing National Library [6]. 
Its volume 01～05 are the same of the 4th preprint, its volume 07～15 are the same of the popularized version, and its 
volume 06 looks as if it is under the processing to change the 4th preprint to the popularized version. They would be 
the evidence that the latter part of the popularized version was completed before Mao Yi’s passing. 
In the other copies of the popularized Jiguge version, an incorrect number 80 (八十) is printed at the 
same position. The difference (81→ 80) in volume 01 is hard to be regarded as an intended 
modification, it is supposed to be an accidental dropping of one character (一), by a damage on the 
print plate. Based on these observation, Yuan’s copy is supposed to be an earlier print than other copies, 
although the copy was printed after the deep revision by using XiaoXu version text. Dong explained 
the removal of the name of Jiguge from the center column should be done by the later owner of the 










Yuriko Takahashi (高橋由利子) had once reported that there might be 2 kinds of prints in the 
popularized Jiguge version [9]. The differences Takahashi found were the description text for the Seal 
entry “𦭮𦭮” (volume 01 latter, leaf#14 right, the 10th entry). In the DaXu book printed in Sung dynasty 
and owned by Haiyuange (海源閣本), “the pronunciation is the same with 陸” (讀若陸). In the 
XiaoXu book, it is “the same with 俠”. In the preprint of the Jiguge version, it is “the same with 陸”. 
In the popularized Jiguge version quoted by Duan, the last character following to “the same with” is 
missing, left as space. Takahashi found some copies have the spaces as Duan wrote, but other copies 
have different description text “same with 稚”. The hypothesis proposed by Takahashi is that the 








Most of the duplicated prints of the popularized Jiguge version had not printed the information who 
                                                        
10 四庫全書本では、薈要本・文淵閣本・文津閣本とも小徐本に倣い「讀若俠」である。 
In Siku Quanshu books: Chizatotong, Wenyuange and Wenjinge books are showing as “讀若俠”, following to XiaoXu 
version. 
printed them. Thus, it is not easy to distinguish the duplicated prints from the original prints. Guo 
found 2 duplicated prints. 
 
 翻本甲 | Dulicated Print A 
囲み線は左右 2本、上下が 1本。巻 15末の「吕蒙正」を「吕蒙工」に誤る。 
In the enclosing frame, the vertical lines are doubled, but the horizontal lines are single. At the 
end of volume 15, “吕蒙正” is mistakenly printed as “吕蒙工”. 
 翻本乙 | Duplicated Print B 
囲み線は左右上下とも 2本。巻 15末の「吕蒙正」は正しく刻されている。 
In the enclosing frame, both vertical and horizontal lines are doubled. The “吕蒙正” at the end 














Following to the classification by Guo, the Kyoto University book incorporated in this comparison 
table might belong to the “稚”-group found by Takahashi, and belong to the Duplicated Print B family 
(because we can find “吕蒙工” in volume 15). There is a possibility that the “稚”-group is not the 
original print but the duplicated print in later. 






Jounosuke Takada “Study of History of Etymological Dictionary” (中國字書史の研究) has brief mention about the 
reprint of Zhu Yun (朱筠) version in Tongzhi (同治) period. Zhu Yun version was based on the popularized Jiguge 
version, but it has its new front cover page (封面), and its new introduction text. But, according to Dong’s research [6], 
the reprints of Zhu Yun version uses the front cover page from the popularized Jiguge version, but include the 
introduction text from Zhu Yun version. There was a reprint mixing Zhu Yun version and the duplicated print A. It is 
supposed that the Zhu Yun version and the popularized Jiguge version were not severely distinguished in those days. 
Guo has not reported the textual difference in the main part (the heading Seal glyphs and their 
description texts) among the duplicated print A, B, and original print, some Seal glyphs are found to 
be different between the original print in Waseda University and the duplicated print in Kyoto 
University (see M01200 and M07548). 
Dong checked the owners’ stamps on these duplicated prints in various libraries, then suggested that 
the duplicated print A was printed around Zhejiang (浙江) in the Qianlong period [6]. At the beginning 
of the next Jiaqing (嘉慶) period, Duan Yucai published “Jiguge Shuowen Ding” (汲古閣説文訂) and 
pointed out many problems in the popularized Jiguge version. Following to his critique, Tonghuaxue 
version (藤花榭本) and Pingjinguan version (平津館本) were published as better reprints of the DaXu 
book. After such progress of the studies, the motivation to print the duplication of the popularized 
Jiguge version was supposed to be decreased. But in the research by Dong, there had been the 
duplicated prints of the popularized Jiguge version and the Zhu Yun version12 in the Tongzhi (同治) 
and Guangxu (光緒) periods. 
 
3. 四庫全書所収の大徐本について 









                                                        
12 ここでは汲古閣本の初印本か通行本か、通行本の第何版か、という部分には注目せず、宋本玉篇の張氏
重刊本か、曹寅本か、といったレベルでの初印からの成り立ちが異なる資料を考えている。 
Here, the small differences like the early or late preprint of Jiguge version, or the early or late print of popularized 
Jiguge version, such small differences are ignored. But the difference of the source books or the different text critique 






“Shuowen Jiezi Wuyun Yunpu” is a book compiled by Li Tao in the Southern Sung dynasty. Li Tao reordered the 
radicals and the entries under a specified radical by referring “Ji Yun” (集韻). Although Wuyun Yunpu is distinguished 
from the DaXu book, it is supposed that few intended changes are applied to the shapes of the heading Seal glyphs, and 
the description texts. But, comparing with the DaXu book printed in the Sung dynasty, it is found that Wuyun Yunpu 
printed in the Southern Sung dynasty already has some differences. The various “Wuyun Yunpu” printed in the Ming 
dynasty have more differences. Masato Shiraishi made a comprehensive survey about the differences among various 
versions of Wuyun Yunpu and clarified the relationship among them [10]. Also Dong made additional reports in 
reference [6]. 
In the Qianlong period when the Siku Quanshu project was ongoing, the popularized Jiguge version 
(or Zhu Yun version derived from the popularized Jiguge version) was the only purchasable print of 
the DaXu book of Shuowen Jiezi. Therefore, it is quite difficult to make a text critique effort by 
comparing multiple prints of DaXu books (like Duan did in later)12. In those days, some scholars 
working in Siku library sector could access with the remained books printed Sung dynasty, but it is 
supposed that even the scholars could check these rare materials, they could not believe they keep the 
older text, because the number of the entries in Jiguge version is greater than that in the Sung dynasty 
books. Also, the Sung dynasty prints included a few pairs whose heading Seals are hard to be 
distinguished, Jiguge version revised them for easy distinctions by using the glyph shape in XiaoXu 
version. Because of such differences, the scholars in those days misunderstood as the Sung dynasty 
prints were cheap and sloppy reprints produced in the non-governmental markets (some scholars 
supposed they were post-Sung dynasty prints). Other existing studies on Shuowen Jiezi in those days 
were mainly based on the Shuowen Jiezi Wuyun Yunpu (説文解字五音韻譜), instead of the original 
DaXu version of Shuowen Jiezi. Thus, among the scholars giving the higher priority to the books 
before Wuyun Yunpu (in Siku Tiyao, Wuyun Yunpu is strongly criticized and Siku Quanshu does not 
include it), it is supposed to be hard using existing studies based on Wuyun Yunpu to correct the 












Based on the assumption that there is no strong rationale to apply the deep modifications to DaXu 
book during the inclusion it into Siku Quanshu, the article [1] compared all Seal glyphs in Siku 
Quanshu Huiyao and those in Jiguge reprint (in Kyoto University) and concluded as the modifications 
were few. But Dong commented this comparison is insufficient to get this conclusion, because of the 
following problems. 
 The project purpose and size of Siku Quanshu Huiyao are much different from Siku Quanshu 
itself. It is known the modifications in Siku Quanshu Huiyao are smaller than Siku Quanshu. 
 To distinguish whether the found differences were intentional modifications or careless 
mistakes, comparing with single material is insufficient. Comparing with multiple materials, 
at least with Wenyuange books is expected. 
 The Jiguge reprint used in the article [1] is not original print, but a duplicated print. The 
comparison should be done with the original print at Waseda University. 











Shuowen Jiezi of Siku Quanshu Huiyao held at Chizaotang, Shuowen Jiezi of Siku Quanshu held 
at Wenyuange, Shuowen Jiezi of Siku Quanshu held at Wenjinge were handwritten in this historical 
order. But it does not mean a simple chain as Wenyuange book was manual-copied from Chizaotang 
book, Wenyuange book was the ascender of Wenjinge book. As m04870 (曆) and U00005 (歴) in 
Figure 2 shows, the mistakenly designed glyph in Chizaotang book “歴” was once corrected in 
Wenyuange book by “歴”, but the later Wenjinge book made the same mistake again, using “歴”. Also, 




図 2: 四庫全書本の脱落が単純連鎖でない例 
Figure 2: Example that a Situation of Glyph in a Book in Siku Quanshu is not 




The Cases which All Siku Books Show Samely Modified Glyphs 
前節の事例から、汲古閣本と四庫全書の小篆字形には違う場合があり、四庫全書内でも違
いがあるが、図 3に示すように、汲古閣本との違いが四庫全書の中で共通する場合がある。 
As shown in the previous section, some Seal glyphs are different among the popularized Jiguge 
version and Siku books. But in some cases, all Siku glyphs are designed consistently, and different 




図 3: 四庫全書本には共通した字形差が見られる例 





Generally, it is not impossible to regard the “consistently different” entries in Figure 3 as happened 
occasionally. But there are several consistent additions or subtractions of the components (see Figure 
4) suggest that there are some intended modifications. Some of them could be sourced from the 
modifications in the Zhu Yun version, as shown in Figure 5. It must be noted that the comparison 
should not be checked with the reprint of Zhu Yun version in Sibu Beiyao (四部備要) because its 






図 4: 四庫全書本には部品の増減レベルの字形差がある例 
Figure 4: Example of Addition/Removal of Glyphic Components in Siku Quanshu 
 
 
図 5: 朱筠本の頁部冒頭 
Figure 5: Radical “頁” in original print of 
Zhu Yun version 
 
図 6: 四部備要所収の朱筠本頁部冒頭 
Figure 6: Radical “頁” in Sibu Beiyao 
reprint of Zhu Yun version 
 
3.3. 説文にない見出し小篆 




Wenjinge book has a few entries that are supposed not to exist in the DaXu or XiaoXu versions of Shuowen Jiezi 
(Table 1). By the similarities of their fanqie notations, their source might be the dictionaries derived from Qie Yun. 
Several examples are shown in Table 1. To solve the background of these additions, further studies are needed. 
 M03930, U00004 
Wenjinge book shows “𩎨𩎨” (U00004) as a non-official but popular form of “𩏑𩏑” (M03930), but 
Jiguge, Chizatong and Wenyuange books do not include “𩎨𩎨”. Also, the order of the entries 
around this character in Wenjinge book is different from Chizatong, and Wenyuange books. On 
the other hand, Shuowen Jiezi Xizhuang (説文解字繋傳 , so-called XiaoXu version) of 
Wenyuange and Wenjinge books include “𩎨𩎨”. Kangxi Zidian (康煕字典) include “𩎨𩎨”, but its 
reference is 篇海, it has no relationship with “𩏑𩏑”. 
 M09466, U00008 
Wenjinge book shows “櫃” (U00008) as self-standing entry, but Jiguge, Chizatong, and Wenyuange books do 
not include “櫃”. As a Kaishu character, it has been included in the dictionaries since 王韻. The fanqie in 
Wenjinge book, “求位切” is the same as that in Sungben Guanyun (宋本廣韻). That in Sungben Yuipian (宋
本玉篇) is “巨位切”. It would be possible this entry was mistakenly synthesized by mixing previous entry 
“匱” and next entry “匵”. 
 M10619,U00009(=M10501) 
Wenjinge book shows “鎩” (U00009) as self-standing entry, but Jiguge, Chizatong, and Wenyuange books do 
not include it here. For more precise descriptions, “鎩” is already listed in the earlier part of the same radical 
(among Jiguge, Chizatong, and Wenyuange books too), so U00009 is a duplicated appearance in Wenjinge 
book. Its “metal” radical (金) is completely formed as a Kaishu form (“今” is not recognizable as a legible 
component anymore), and its description is incompatible with the original appearance at M10501. It is unclear 
whether the description at the second appearance U00009 “山列切” is a fanqie of the entry, but the fanqie at 
the original appearance M10501 is “所拜切”. “山列切” is the same with a fanqie which Sungben Guanyun 





























表 1: 文津閣本に見える大徐本に元々無かったと思われる項目 
Table 1: Entries in Wenjinge Book which are Supposed to be Imported from non-DaXu Materials 
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The terms “Qian version” (錢氏本) and “print by Qian in Suzhou” (蘇州錢氏本) are replaced 
by “print by Cuiguzhai” (萃古齋印本) or “later print of the popularized version” (剜改後印
本). It is because “Qian” has an ambiguity between Qian Tingmo (錢聽黙) of the Cuiguzhai 
(萃古齋) and Qian Xun (錢恂, the original owner of the book preserved at the Waseda 
University). The book with the stamp of Cuiguzhai is called as “the print by Cuiguzhai”. The 
book without the stamp is called as “later print of the popularized version”, even if the print 
plate condition is quite similar to the print by Cuiguzhai. No change in the comparison table. 
 
